
Data Integration Style Guide
Choose the Right Data Integration Approach for 
Your Business Needs and Software Landscape
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The Challenge of Gaining a Clear View of Data

Modern technology landscapes include vast 
and growing numbers of data sources, asset 
types, and integration challenges. To gain  
maximum value from their data resources, 
intelligent enterprises need to find ways to 
combine this data and deliver a unified view 
of information to business and technology 
users. The data must also be delivered 
directly to applications and processes.

Enterprises can choose from multiple data 
delivery styles – each of which is best suited 
for specific data landscapes, technology 
environments, and business needs. In the 
past, many organizations used one product 
for each data integration style. In today’s more 
heterogeneous environments, however, most 

enterprises use many if not all of these styles 
across their IT architecture. The challenge is 
choosing the right data integration tool for each 
delivery style in your landscape and understanding 
how to bring these tools together into a coherent 
whole.

Organizations like yours need guidance to choose 
the best product for your data integration needs. 
This data integration style guide explains the 
available data integration styles, discusses the 
best approach for various use cases, and reviews 
the data integration solutions from SAP that align 
with your needs.

Across heterogeneous, distributed IT landscapes, enterprises need the right data 
integration tools to help them discover, connect to, integrate, improve, govern, and 
orchestrate their data. Yet selecting and deploying the correct tool for each data  
delivery style and business need can be challenging. How do you know which  
data integration tool is the right one to meet your unique requirements?

*Source: “Data 2020: State of Big Data Study,” conducted by Regina Corso Consulting, commissioned by SAP, 2017

74% 86%
Of respondents say they are limited  
by data complexity and sprawl*

Of respondents say they are not 
getting the most from their data*

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Maturing IT landscapes rely on a wide variety 
of data integration styles to get maximum 
value from their data assets. The following 
are the most commonly used data access 
and delivery approaches.

BULK/BATCH DATA MOVEMENT
The most popular data integration style is 
bulk/batch data movement, and the most 
common bulk/batch approach is called extract, 
transform, and load (ETL) or sometimes extract, 
load, and transform (ELT). Bulk/batch data 
movement solutions combine three database 
functions into one capability that:

 •  Extracts, or pulls, data from system and  
organizational data stores, which often include  
multiple and different types of data sources

 •  Transforms, or converts, the data into the form 
needed to match the target data store, such  
as a data warehouse, data mart, data lake,  
or operational system

 • Loads, or writes, the data into the target  
data store

Bulk/batch tools offer an efficient method for 
processing large data volumes over time from 
one format or type to another, or as part of a 
migration to a new operational application, 
such as SAP S/4HANA®.

DATA REPLICATION
When an organization wants to copy data from 
one database to another – frequently or in real 
time – it needs a data replication approach. Data 
replication is also called “change data capture” 
because it seizes only the changed data in the 
source database. Then it replicates those changes 
to the secondary database so that the two data 
sources can be synchronized. The result is a 
distributed database that allows users to manage 
growing data volumes while enabling real-time 
access to current information.

Data replication is often used in disaster 
recovery and high availability scenarios to 
help ensure zero downtime, because it keeps 
a synchronized failover system always ready 
should the primary system fail.

DATA VIRTUALIZATION
By creating a virtual abstraction layer, data 
virtualization offers a single view of all data 
that resides in a database. Data virtualization 
enables real-time access to data regardless of 
its location, source system, or type. It uses a 
data services layer to integrate data and content 
from heterogeneous sources on demand. This 
integration can happen in real time or near-real 
time, in a stream or a batch – supporting a wide 
range of business processes. 

Data Integration Styles and Use Cases

Bulk/batch tools offer an efficient method for 
processing large data volumes over time 
from one format or type to another, or as 
part of a migration to a new operational  
application, such as SAP S/4HANA.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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This data integration style is growing in popularity 
because it doesn’t actually move data. Instead, it 
reads the data in place using connectors, federates 
the queries needed by business applications, and 
caches them to memory in virtual views. You 
can expose these virtual views to consuming 
applications through common Web service 
protocols (such as REST, SOAP, OData, and 
HTTP) for data sharing.

Data virtualization is best used as a component 
of an end-to-end data integration architecture. 
It complements other data delivery styles, 
such as ETL, replication, and message-oriented 
movement, and it can improve flexibility, agility, 
reusability, and cost savings. Some of the most 
common business use cases for data 
virtualization are:

 • Logical data warehouse architecture
 • Alternative to moving data for regulatory reasons
 • Rapid prototyping for physical data movement

STREAM DATA INTEGRATION
Some data is created not in batches but in a 
constant flow or stream of data. To use this data, 
enterprises need to transform it on the fly with 
stream processing technology. This technology 
can be used simply to transform and integrate 
the data, or it can perform more complex 
functions, such as applying sophisticated 
business logic to the data.

The use of streamed data began in the 1990s 
with complex event processing (CEP) technology 
used for operational intelligence and business 
process management and later by financial 
services companies, who adopted event-driven 
architectures for use in algorithmic trading. The 
explosion of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and 
Big Data has provided new use cases for stream 
data integration. For example, let’s say a Formula 
One car has 120 sensors recording 1,000 data 
points per second. Streaming data integration 
and analytics allow the driver and their team to 
make real-time, data-driven decisions in the 
moment for better outcomes.

Data virtualization is best used as a  
component of an end-to-end data integration 
architecture. It complements other data  
delivery styles, such as ETL, replication,  
and message-oriented movement.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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MESSAGE-ORIENTED DATA MOVEMENT
Enterprises that need to move data between 
distributed systems are increasingly turning 
to message-oriented data movement tools. 
These tools group chunks of data into 
messages that can be read by applications.
By creating a distributed communications 
layer, message-oriented data movement tools 
allow applications to exchange data in real time.

These tools use a messaging bus that is triggered 
by certain events. The bus then delivers the 
data packets, or “messages,” to the application 
integration technologies. Message-oriented 
middleware often helps by acting as a hardware 
or software infrastructure that supports the 
exchange of messages between distributed 
systems. This functionality is especially useful 
for application-to-application integration, for 
example, in chaining business process steps 
between business applications by exchanging 
transactional data.

DATA ORCHESTRATION
In environments with complex data sources, 
connectivity limitations, rigid transformation 
workflows, growing data volumes, and distribution 
of data across multi-cloud and hybrid-cloud 
environments, standard data integration methods 
may not be the best choice. In these environments, 
it can be difficult to integrate, process, curate, 
govern, transform, and augment data with other 
data sources, including third-party data.

For these complex environments, you need the 
ability to orchestrate a variety of highly distributed 
data, metadata, and processes. Solutions also 
must be able to deliver data quality and security, 
self-service data preparation, and a high degree 
of automation, speed, and intelligence. Data 
orchestration, sometimes referred to as a data 
fabric approach, can help.

Data orchestration provides a foundation for 
organizations to use innovations such as dynamic 
integration, distributed and multi-cloud architec-
tures, graph engines, and distributed in-memory 
and persistent memory platforms. The technology 
focuses on automating the processing, integration, 
transformation, preparation, curation, governance, 
and orchestration of all data assets to enable 
real-time analytics and insights for successful 
business outcomes. Data orchestration also 
minimizes complexity by automating processes, 
workflows, and pipelines. In addition, it streamlines 
data access to accelerate various use cases such 
as predictive maintenance, sales forecasting, 
360-degree customer view, fraud detection, IoT 
analytics, risk analytics, and healthcare insights.

The challenge is choosing the  
right data integration tool for  
each delivery style in your  
landscape and understanding  
how to bring these tools together 
into a coherent whole.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Data Integration Solutions 
for Your Integration Style

The growing complexity of IT landscapes and data 
integration approaches demands a new approach. 
No longer can enterprises select one tool per data 
delivery style or project and hope to bring all of their 
data assets into a unified whole.

Industry experts are increasingly recognizing a 
convergence between application integration and 
data integration tooling. Leading this convergence 
are integration platform-as-a-service (iPaaS) tools 
that combine data integration, application integration, 
and API delivery and management capabilities and 
deliver them through cloud models.

SAP delivers comprehensive, innovative, and proven 
data integration solutions that cover every aspect of  
your end-to-end integration strategy – including data, 
processes, and application integration. Our solutions 
support a blend of data integration styles, letting you 
choose the right solution based on your business 
needs and desired outcomes.

Our data integration solutions are tightly integrated with 
our applications. These solutions simplify management 
of the data landscape with an innovative approach that 
is highly unified, complementary, and location agnostic.
Built on SAP® Business Technology Platform (SAP BTP), 
they combine data management, active metadata, 
machine learning, a hybrid integration platform, and various 
enabling components – including serverless architectures 
and machine-learning-based self-healing – to distribute, 
optimize, and recompose integration processing.

GUIDING DATA 
INTEGRATION PRINCIPLES
To support data integration, 
SAP abides by the following 
guiding principles:
•  Data fabric approach –  

Combines features such as  
a data catalog, knowledge 
graph, active metadata,  
dynamic integration, and  
data orchestration

•  Comprehensive integration – 
Manages the data deluge and 
integrates every kind of data, 
process, and applications,  
using any method

• Open orchestration –  
Orchestrates SAP or third-party 
data and processes, and offers 
support for third-party data 
processing

•  Democratized data –  
Offers data access to  
everyone, from business users  
and IT professionals to data 
scientists, with self-service 
and automated capabilities

•  Intelligent, trusted data – 
Uses machine learning to 
crawl, discover, understand, 
and integrate data and  
metadata and drive innovation

• Location-agnostic data –  
Deploys and runs on any mix 
of on-premise, private cloud,  
hyperscaler, multi-cloud,  
hybrid, and embedded 
resources

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP SOLUTION PORTFOLIO FOR DATA  
INTEGRATION
SAP offers a comprehensive portfolio of 
solutions that can help you meet your data 
integration needs. The following sections 
describe these solutions and provide guidance 
to help you decide which offering is the best 
choice for your specific use case.

SAP Data Intelligence
SAP Data Intelligence is a comprehensive data 
management solution combining data discovery, 
data preparation, data integration, data process-
ing, and the connection of enriched data across 
multiple end points and workflows (see Figure 1). 
As the data orchestration layer of SAP BTP, it 
transforms distributed data sprawls into vital 
data insights.

Data orchestration focuses  
on automating the processing,  
integration, transformation, prep-
aration, curation, governance, and 
orchestration of all data assets to 
enable real-time analytics and  
insights for successful business 
outcomes.

Figure 1: Data Orchestration with SAP Data Intelligence

Business 
automation

Data 
processing

Data 
integration
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Big Data 

Event processing
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Machine learning

Metadata management
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Reusability

Monitoring

On premise

Cloud

SAP® Data Intelligence

End-to-end data orchestration
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SAP Data Intelligence goes beyond data integra-
tion and connects data to business process 
improvement (see Figure 2). With SAP Data 
Intelligence, you can:

 • Select and combine multiple data integration 
styles, including ETL or ELT, streaming, event  
processing, and several others

 •  Create powerful data pipelines to leverage your 
data projects and orchestrate data processing

 •  Harness advanced machine-learning content  
to accelerate, scale, and automate your data  
management projects

 •  Manage metadata across a diverse data  
landscape and utilize a data catalog 

SAP Integration Suite
SAP Integration Suite connects and contextualizes 
processes and data while enabling users to 
assemble new content-rich applications faster, 
with less dependence on IT. Prebuilt integration 
packs along with existing investments can be 
composed to deliver new outcomes with less  
involvement by integration experts (see Figure 3).

These comprehensive, prebuilt integration 
packs connect and customize experiences. 
You can optimize and contextualize experiences 
across enterprises and ecosystems at business 
speed. This customization helps you harmonize 
end-to-end processes and tailor interactions for 
customers, employees, and partners. You can 
also integrate data across diverse application 
landscapes and ecosystems.

Figure 2: SAP® Data Intelligence

Analyze all 
of your data, 
not just the 1%

Extract meaning 
and help ensure
trust in your data

Infuse insights
 into improved 
business processes

Data
integration

Data
processing

Business 
process
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Figure 3: SAP Integration Suite
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Integration enabled by SAP Integration Suite also 
helps accelerate innovation. Using connected 
processes and data, you can discover and take 
advantage of prebuilt integration packs and 
business events. You can reuse existing business 
processes and data to compose applications 
faster. And you can assemble, publish, and 
monetize reusable APIs and integrations. 

SAP Data Services
When you want to quickly integrate, transform, 
and improve your enterprise data to unlock its 
meaning, SAP Data Services software can help. 
This traditional ETL/ELT data management 
software offers sophisticated data quality and 
data integration capabilities. You can transform 
your data into an actionable resource for business 
insight – and use it to streamline processes and 
maximize efficiency.

SAP Data Services empowers  
IT users to easily integrate,  
transform, improve, and deliver 
accurate, complete data to 
support operational and analytical 
model-driven initiatives.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Figure 4: SAP Data Services
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SAP Data Services helps IT users to deliver  
accurate, complete data to support operational 
and analytical model-driven initiatives (see  
Figure 4). With this software, you can access  
any data anywhere. It helps you transform data 
to meet your unique business needs, delivering 
data trust and confidence to your organization. 
The solution offers access to a wide variety and 
volume of data and performs simple to complex 
data-cleansing transformations thanks to its 
high-performance parallel processing.  

With integration between SAP Data Services 
and SAP Data Intelligence, you can perform data 
standardization, cleansing, and enrichment in 
your pipelines. You also can extend the capabilities 
of SAP Data Services with machine learning and 
unique connections into complex data with 
SAP Data Intelligence.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP Landscape Transformation 
Replication Server
To help ensure you have the information in
the right place at the right time, you can use 
SAP Landscape Transformation Replication 
Server. This solution moves data in real time 
between different systems within the same 
network, wide area networks, or the cloud.

The server helps you feed analytical systems 
with up-to-date business information from the 
productive system landscape. It also supports 
the acceleration of large-volume transactions 
executed in SAP HANA®. What’s more, it enables 
real-time reporting, minimizes transfer volume 

for the SAP BW/4HANA® solution, and enables 
synchronization between different systems  
(see Figure 5). 

Features include real-time or scheduled replication, 
with delta capturing to minimize data transfer 
volumes. Data transformation is supported 
by filtering that uses selective criteria, table 
adjustments, and data conversion (for example, 
to make sensitive data anonymous). The server 
is deeply integrated with SAP software landscapes, 
so you can reuse existing installation and moni-
toring capabilities. It also provides monitoring 
using newer versions of SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 5: SAP Landscape Transformation Replication Server
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SAP HANA Smart Data Integration 
and SAP HANA Smart Data Access
SAP HANA offers two technology features that 
support your data integration efforts. The smart 
data integration offering supports replication 
and bulk/batch integration capabilities in 
SAP HANA. This technology helps you physically 
move or replicate data from disparate sources 
and aggregate it in SAP HANA, where it can be 
used for business intelligence or other analysis.

Smart data integration allows SAP HANA to 
access and query data from other (remote) 
enterprise data stores, without the need to 
duplicate data. This technology allows you to 
access any data source using any integration 
style, all within one unified framework (see 
Figure 6). Native integration functionality 
supports bulk/batch, real-time replication, 
and data virtualization styles of data delivery 
in on-premise, cloud, or hybrid deployments. 
It also offers advanced design tools such as  
a Web-based development workbench, open 
framework with adapters for common data 
sources, and open software developer kit 
for building custom adapters.

Figure 6: SAP HANA Smart Data Integration
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SAP HANA also offers smart data access, a 
data virtualization technology that is part of 
the SAP HANA platform (see Figure 7). This 
offering helps you manage any remote query 
tables as local virtual tables. With this feature, 
you can support virtual tables in calculation 
view and SQL. You also can combine virtual 
tables with programmable array logic (PAL) 
files, Big Flexible Line (BFL) interpretation files, 
and spatial data.

The smart data access technology also allows 
you to:

 •  Push query processing to remote databases
 •  Support remote query results caching  
with Apache Hive

 •  Gain access to data from a data lake in  
SAP HANA

 •  Rapidly deploy high-performance, data-intensive 
transactional and analytical applications

 •  Enable a virtual data warehouse and a  
federated SAP HANA Cloud data platform  
using a simplified setup

Figure 7: SAP HANA Smart Data Access
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SAP HANA, Streaming Analytics Option
For enterprises that want to combine streaming 
and business data for real-time action, we offer 
SAP HANA, streaming analytics option. This 
option helps application developers capture 
and process streams of events from many 
sources, in real time, to provide subsecond 
responses to incoming data (see Figure 8).

This offering applies business logic to streams 
of events in real time, enabling immediate 
response to changing conditions. It extends 
the SAP HANA platform with high-speed 

event-stream processing functionality, which 
empowers solutions that need to identify and 
respond to changing conditions. The streaming 
analytics option enhances situational awareness 
by extracting insight from streams of raw events. 
It also offers sense-and-respond features that 
provide alerts and notifications for immediate 
awareness and automated responses to changing 
conditions. A smart capture feature captures 
streaming data in SAP HANA or Apache Hadoop. 
You also can enrich, transform, filter, and combine 
data before it’s captured.

Figure 8: Streaming Analytics Technology from SAP
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SAP Products Data Integration Styles Use Case Examples

SAP Data Intelligence Data orchestration, ETL or ELT, streaming 
data integration, data replication

Complex, hybrid integration, such as predictive 
maintenance, sales forecasting, 360-degree 
customer view, fraud detection, IoT analytics, 
risk analytics, healthcare insights, and so on

SAP Integration Suite 
(Integration platform as a service)

Message-oriented data movement,  
process integration

Prebuilt application-to-application integration, 
process integration, cloud integration, and 
API management

SAP Data Services ETL or ELT Variety of operational and analytical initiatives, 
including migration initiatives, that require  
integration, transformation, improvement, 
and delivery of data

SAP Landscape Transformation  
Replication Server

Data replication Real-time data access, data synchronization, 
disaster recovery and high availability, and 
zero downtime

SAP HANA Smart Data Integration and 
SAP HANA Smart Data Access

Data virtualization, ETL or ELT,  
data replication

SAP HANA as target; logical data warehouse 
architecture, alternative to moving data for  
regulatory reasons, and rapid data movement 
prototyping

SAP HANA, Streaming Analytics Option Stream data integration and analytics SAP HANA as target; data integration for the 
IoT, smart sensors, algorithmic trading, and 
complex event processing
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DATA INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS TO MEET 
YOUR BUSINESS GOALS
SAP solutions deliver trusted information for  
all crucial business functions. Our information  
management software helps you discover, connect 
to, integrate, improve, govern, and orchestrate 
data across heterogeneous and distributed  
landscapes – enabling streamlined processes, 
digital transformations, and intelligent, more  
informed business decisions.

As a leader in global data integration for more than 
30 years, we offer data integration technologies 
that are preintegrated with solutions. Together, 
these technologies enable data quality, master 
data management, data governance, data  
stewardship, and self-service data preparation.

SAP delivers comprehensive,  
innovative, proven data integration 
solutions that support a blend of 
data integration styles, letting you 
choose the right solution based 
on your business needs and  
desired outcomes.

For more information on data integration solutions from SAP, visit us online..

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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